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Brain tumor demarcation using optical spectroscopy;
an in vitro study
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Abstract. Optical spectroscopy for brain tumor demarcation was in-
vestigated in this study. Fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectra
were measured from normal and tumorous human brain tissues in
vitro. A fluorescence peak was consistently observed around 460 nm
(610 nm) emission from both normal and tumorous brain tissues us-
ing 337 nm excitation. Intensity of this fluorescence peak (F460) from
normal brain tissues was greater than that from primary brain tumor-
ous tissues. In addition, diffuse reflectance (Rd) between 650 and 800
nm from white matter was significantly stronger than that from pri-
mary and secondary brain tumors. A good separation between gray
matter and brain tumors was found using the ratio of F460 and Rd at
460 nm (Rd460). Two empirical discrimination algorithms based on
F460 , Rd625 , and F460 /Rd460 were developed. These algorithms
yielded an average sensitivity and specificity of 96% and 93%, re-
spectively. © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S1083-3668(00)00602-X]
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1 Introduction
Human brain tumors are typically classified as primary tumors
and secondary tumors depending on their origin.1 Primary tu-
mors originate in the brain and are classified according to th
histological basis from which they are derived; for example,
gliomas arise from glial tissue. Secondary tumors arise from
metastatic primary cancers originating elsewhere in the body
The two chief sources of secondary brain tumors are lung
cancer in the male and breast cancer in the female. Th
normal-tumor boundaries for different primary and secondary
brain tumors vary from fingerlike protrusions of tumor cells
into normal tissues in glioblastoma multiforme to well-
circumscribed nodules with possible surrounding edema in
most secondary tumors.1 It is estimated that approximately
17,000 malignant brain tumors are diagnosed in adults an
1500 in children every year in the United States.2–4

The most common initial therapy for primary and second-
ary brain tumors is surgical resection. Many studies have
shown that the degree of resection significantly influences th
time to recurrence and the overall survival of brain tumor
patients.5–10 Although primary brain tumors account for only
1.4% of all cancer, the five-year survival rate of these patient
~35%! is low.2 The goal of surgical resection, therefore, is to
remove the maximum amount of tumor mass without sacrific
ing the patient’s neurologic function.
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Currently, surgical navigation systems and ultrasonog
phy are used intraoperatively to help neurosurgeons loc
brain tumor and maximize resection. Surgical navigation s
tems enable neurosurgeons to relate the position of a sur
instrument to structures present in preoperative computer
tomography~CT! or magnetic resonance~MR! images. How-
ever, CT or MR imaging may not delineate the exact br
tumor margins. Studies have shown that neoplastic cells
be found in brain tissue outside the apparent tumor marg
defined by contrast-enhanced CT or MR imaging.11,12 More
importantly, the accuracy of surgical navigation systems
be degraded by registration error and intraoperative brain
formation which may shift brain tumor margins in imag
space by more than a centimeter from their act
locations.13,14 Ultrasonography is able to detect brain tumo
because of their hyperechoic characteristics.15–17 However,
peritumoral edema is also hyperechoic, which hampers tu
and tumor margin identification.15 Thus, despite the applica
tions of these technologies in neurosurgery, significant
sidual tumor mass is often found to be left behind in patie
after craniotomy.7,18 Neurosurgeons also rely on visual in
spection and/or on-site pathology to locate tumors and tum
margins. Visual inspection is subjective and often incorrec
the visual characteristics of many brain tumors mimic that
normal brain. In addition, on-site pathology is expensive a
time consuming. Hence, there is a need for an objective,
traoperative real-time system which is capable of accura
differentiating brain tumors from normal brain tissue, th



Brain Tumor Demarcation
Table 1 Histopathological identities of brain tissues used in the in vitro study.

Type
Histopathological

classification
Number of

patients
Number of

investigate sites

Normal brain tissue Gray and white matter 4 49

Primary brain tumors Astrocytoma 1 7

Anaplastic astrocytoma 2 12

Glioblastoma 6 29

Mixed oligodendroglioma
and astrocytoma

3 12

Secondary brain tumors Metastatic carcinoma 4 18
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detecting tumor margins with sub-millimeter spatial resolu-
tion.

One potential technique for brain tumor demarcation is
optical spectroscopy, such as fluorescence spectroscopy, b
cause it can detect subtle changes in tissue architecture a
biochemical composition associated with the progression o
disease in near real-time. Optical spectroscopy has been su
cessfully applied to detect disorders of various organ system
~e.g., cervix, skin, etc.! both in vitro and in vivo.19–25 Several
commercial systems are currently available for clinical diag-
nosis in the bronchus, cervix, etc. However, relatively few
studies have addressed the diagnostic potential of optica
spectroscopy in brain tumors.26,27 Chung et al. reported that
fluorescence peaks at 470, 520, and 630 nm emission we
measured from human brain tissuesin vitro at 360, 440, and
490 nm excitation, respectively.26 Bottiroli et al. observed sig-
nificant differences in autofluorescence properties betwee
normal and tumorous human brain tissues at 360 nm
excitation.27 The results of these studies were inconclusive in
terms of the effectiveness of autofluorescence spectroscop
alone for brain tumor demarcation.

Several investigators have used fluorescence dyes, such
5-aminolevulinic ~ALA !, to enhance brain tumor
detection.28–30 Stummer et al. report low sensitivity of this
method at margins of infiltrating tumors as the fluorescence
dye is not taken up by tumor cells where the blood brain
barrier is intact.30 Moreover, ALA-induced fluorescence spec-
troscopy encounters additional problems including bleaching
of fluorescence due to excessive or prolonged illumination
Consequently, dye-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy m
not be the ideal approach for brain tumor demarcation.

Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is a fast, noninvasive
method used to determine optical properties of a sample. It i
typically obtained by illuminating a sample~e.g., tissue! with
a broadband white light source.21,31Because of the changes in
structure and morphology at the cellular and subcellular level
optical properties of human normal brain tissues are very dif
ferent from that of human brain tumorous tissues.32,33

In this study, the potential of using autofluorescence com
bined with diffuse reflectance was investigated for brain tu-
mor demarcation. Excitation-emission matrices~EEMs! of
brain tissues were measured to identify the optimal excitation
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wavelength~s! for discrimination. Autofluorescence and di
fuse reflectance spectra were characterized between no
and various tumorous human brain tissuesin vitro. Spectral
features, such as line shapes and intensity, were analyzed
used to develop optimal discrimination algorithms to diffe
entiate between normal and tumorous~primary and second-
ary! human brain tissues.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Sample Handling
Human brain tissues were obtained from craniotomies
temporal lobectomies performed at Vanderbilt Univers
Medical Center with the approval of the Vanderbilt Instit
tional Review Board. Brain tissues from twenty patients we
obtained for this study and their gross histological identit
are listed in Table 1. Following excision, brain tissues we
rinsed with isotonic phosphate buffered saline~PBS! to re-
move residual blood, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and th
stored at 270 °C. Prior to spectral measurements, bra
samples were passively thawed to room temperature and
divided into several sections based on physical appeara
They were kept moist with PBS throughout examinatio
Optical spectra were acquired at multiple sites of each br
tissue section@see Table 1#. All brain tissue sections were
separately preserved in formalin for pathologic analysis.~His-
tory was performed by Dr. Mahlon Johnson, Department
Pathology, Vanderbilt University.!

2.2 Instrumentation
Optical spectra of brain tissues were acquired using two
ferent systems in this study. A standard luminescence s
trometer ~LS 50B, Perkin–Elmer Ltd., Beaconsfield, Buck
inghamshire, England! was used to measure EEMs of bra
samples, which characterize features of fluorescence emis
from brain tissues as well as reveal the effective excitat
wavelength~s! for brain tissue discrimination following the
determination of the optimal excitation wavelength~s!. In ad-
dition, fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectra of tis
samples were measured with a system as illustrated in Fig
A high-pressure nitrogen laser~337 nm, Oriel Corporation,
Stratford, CT! was used as the excitation source for fluore
cence measurements. A 150 W illuminator~Fiber Lite, Model
180, Edmund Scientific Company! emitting broadband white
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2 215
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Lin et al.
light from 400 to 850 nm was used for diffuse reflectance
measurements. Light delivery and collection were achieve
with a ‘‘Gaser’’ fiberoptic probe~Visionex, Inc., Atlanta,
GA!. This probe comprises of seven 300mm core diameter
fibers as shown in Fig. 1. The central fiber is directed conven
tionally; the tip of the surrounding fibers are tapered to opti-
mize overlap of excitation and collection volumes as shown in
the insert in Figure 1.34 Two of the surrounding fibers deliver
laser pulses and white light respectively to the tissue samp
while the remaining fibers collect fluorescence emission an
diffuse reflectance from the tissue sample sequentially. Th
collected signal was dispersed with a spectrograph~Triax 180,
Instruments S. A., Inc., Edison, NJ! and detected with a ther-
moelectrically cooled charge-coupled device~CCD! camera
~Spectrum One, Instruments S. A., Inc., Edison, NJ!. For fluo-
rescence measurements, reflected laser light was eliminat
with two 360-nm-long pass filters placed in front of entrance
slit of the spectrograph. The entire system was computer con
trolled.

2.3 Experimental Methods
EEMs were measured from one healthy brain tissue and s
tumorous brain tissues at the beginning of this study. Eac
test sample was placed at the front surface of a triangula
quartz cell. The cell was placed in the sample chamber of th
spectrometer such that excitation light was illuminated at th
sample with a 30° incident angle and emission light was col
lected from the sample at 60° from the normal. The spot siz
of the excitation light on the tissue sample was about 138
mm. All samples used in this study were large enough to
cover the excitation spot. Excitation wavelengths were varie
from 250 to 500 nm in 5 nm increments. Correspondingly, the
emission wavelengths were varied from 280 to 800 nm in 1
nm increments. The spectral resolution was 5 nm for the ex
citation and 7 nm for the emission monochromator. The scan
ning speed was set at 750 nm/min. The time required for eac
EEM was 20 min. All EEM measurements were corrected fo
wavelength dependence of illumination intensity and nonuni
form spectral response all components in the spectrometer.

Following the EEM study, fluorescence and diffuse reflec-
tance spectra were measured from brain tissue samples w
the spectroscopic system shown in Figure 1. The fiberopti
probe was placed directly in contact with the tissue sampl
during each measurement. The output power of white ligh

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup. The insert illustrates the
arrangement and modification of optical fibers at the tip of the
‘‘Gaser’’ probe.
216 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2
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source was maintained at 30 mW. The nitrogen laser w
operated at 20 Hz repetition rate, 5 ns pulse width, and a
age pulse energy of 6.5mJ. An integration time of 2 s was
used in all measurements to achieve high signal-to-noise r
Three spectra were acquired at each investigated site of b
samples: the baselineB(l) ~i.e., measured with no excitatio
light!, the fluorescence spectrumF(l), and the reflectance
spectrumRd(l). Spectra from a fluorescence and reflectan
standard@i.e.,F ref(l) andRdref(l)] were measured at the en
of each experiment to monitor changes in laser pulse ene
white light power, and other instrumental parameters. T
fluorescence standard consists of a dilute concentration
Rhodamine 6G solution~2 mg/L! in ethylene glycol contained
in a quartz cuvette. The reflectance standard was a 20%
flectance plate~Labsphere, North Sutton, NH! placed in a
sealed black box.

2.4 Data Analysis
Spectral data were post-processed before any analysis
conducted. Background subtraction was first performed
each spectrum with its corresponding baseline measurem
Correction factors(C) were generated by taking ratios be
tween the standard spectra@S(l)# measured at the start of th
study and those acquired for every experiment of the stud

Ci5Si~l!/S1~l!, (1)

where S(l)5F ref(l) or Rdref(l), l5620 nm for fluores-
cence, 700 nm for reflectance,i 51 to n, n is the total number
of experiments. Each correction factorCi was then multiplied
to every sample spectrum acquired in a given experimeni,
thus ensuring spectral intensity as valid discrimination inf
mation.

All fluorescence spectra were corrected for the nonunifo
spectral response of the detection system using correction
tors obtained by recording the spectrum of an National In
tute of Standards and Technology~NIST! traceable calibra-
tion tungsten ribbon filament lamp. Reflectance spectra w
multiplied by wavelength-dependent factors to account
nonuniform spectral response of the detection system as
as spectral emission of the reflectance light source. These
tors were derived from the reflectance measurement of a
ror with a known wavelength-dependent reflectivi
~10R08ER.1, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA!. After post-
processing, changes in fluorescence and reflectance sp
such as intensity and line shape, were correlated with hi
pathological identities of brain tissue sections. Empirical
agnostic algorithms were developed based on intensity,
shape, and ratio of fluorescence and diffuse reflectance s
tra for separating tumorous brain tissues from normal br
tissues.

3 Results
Figure 2 is an example of an EEM measured from a hum
brain sample~i.e., cortex!. EEMs of normal and malignan
brain tissues show only two distinct fluorescence peaks;
at 290 nm excitation, 350 nm~65 nm! emission, and anothe
at 330 nm excitation, 460 nm~610 nm! emission. Both fluo-
rescence peaks were compared among the brain ti
samples. The intensity of the fluorescence peak at 330
excitation, 460 nm emission was found to be consisten
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Brain Tumor Demarcation
lower in brain tumorous tissues than that in normal brain tis
sues. In addition, a small shift in peak location of this fluo-
rescence emission was observed in brain tumors compared
normal brain tissues. These observations suggested that t
fluorescence peak at 330 nm excitation, 460 nm emissio
would maximize the capability of brain tissue discrimination
based on fluorescence. Therefore, 337 nm~i.e., nitrogen laser,
closest to 330 nm! was selected as the optimal excitation
wavelength for further study.

Fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectra from 127 in
vestigated sites in brain samples from 20 patients, includin
those used in the EEM study, were measured using the syste
described in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows the representative fluo
rescence@Figure 3~a!# and diffuse reflectance@Figure 3~b!#
spectra acquired from normal human brain tissues and diffe
ent types of human brain tumors. In general, the fluorescenc
intensity at 460 nm emission of normal gray and white matte
was found to be greater than that of primary and secondar
tumor tissues. This observation was consistent with that mad
from EEM measurements. Diffuse reflectance of most brain
tissues reached the maximum around 625 nm and then d
creased gradually as wavelength increased. Above 600 n
where blood absorption has the least influence, diffuse reflec
tance of white matter was much more intense than that o
other brain tissues. However, diffuse reflectance of gray ma
ter was similar to that of tumor tissues above 600 nm. Valley
at 415, 542, and 577 nm due to hemoglobin/oxyhemoglobi
(Hb/HbO2) absorption were clearly seen in fluorescence a
well as diffuse reflectance spectra of brain tissues. No consi
tent differences, however, could be observed in the line shap
of fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectra between no
mal and malignant brain tissues.

All fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectra were pro
cessed using the methods described in Sec. 2. Processed sp
tra from all brain tissues were analyzed in terms of intensitie
and ratios of intensities at different wavelengths to identify
parameters that separate different brain tissue types. In add
tion, fluorescence spectra of all samples were normalized t

Fig. 2 Excitation-emission matrix of normal human cortex. Two pro-
nounced fluorescence peaks are shown in this EEM; one at 290 nm
excitation, 350 nm emission (+), and another at 330 nm excitation,
450 nm emission (3).
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their maximum to study the changes in line shape. Result
the analysis suggest different algorithms are required for se
ration of primary brain tumors and normal brain tissues
compared to secondary brain tumors and normal brain tiss

Figure 4~a! shows the fluorescence intensity at 460 n
emission(F460) plotted with respect to the diffuse reflectanc
intensity at 625 nm(Rd625) for all normal tissues and primary
tumor tissues. A clear separation between normal brain tiss
and primary brain tumors was observed along theF460 axis
but not along theRd625 axis. The figure indicates that fluo
rescence alone can differentiate normal brain tissues from
mary brain tumors. Although reflectance spectra can be u
to separate the samples based on white matter content, re
tance alone cannot separate between normal and tumo
sues. A simple one-dimensional discrimination algorithm,
ing aF460 of 10 000 calibrated units~c.u.! as the cutoff, yields
a sensitivity and specificity of 97% and 96%, respectively,
separating primary brain tumors from normal brain tissu
Only two investigated sites in brain tumor samples and one
healthy gray matter were misclassified@see Figure 4~a!#. The
same discrimination algorithm was also applied to the seco
ary brain tumors, which is shown in Figure 4~b!. However,

Fig. 3 Typical in vitro (a) fluorescence and (b) diffuse reflectance
spectra of different types of brain tissues.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2 217
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this algorithm only yielded a sensitivity of 67% in separating
secondary brain tumors from normal brain tissues~Table 2!.

A different empirical discrimination algorithm was devel-
oped for discriminating secondary brain tumors from norma
brain tissues using the ratio of fluorescence emission and di
fuse reflectance at 460 nm(F460/Rd460) and Rd625. Figure
5~b! shows a scatter plot ofF460/Rd460 with respect toRd625
for all normal brain tissue samples and secondary brain tu
mors. UsingF460/Rd460 of 20.5 andRd625 of 2500 as cutoffs,
this algorithm yields a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of
90% for differentiating secondary brain tumors from normal
brain tissues. Only one secondary brain tumor sample wa
misclassified as a normal brain tissue. The same discrimina
tion algorithm was also applied to primary brain tumors@see
Figure 5~a!#, which yields a sensitivity of 95% and specificity
of 90%. Thus, the sensitivity and specificity of this algorithm
for separating all brain tumors and normal brain tissues ar
96% and 90%, respectively.

Fig. 4 A scatter plot of F460 vs Rd625 of (a) normal brain tissues and
primary brain tumors, and (b) normal brain tissues and secondary
brain tumors. The dashed line represents the cutoff (F460510 000
c.u.) used for the one-dimensional discrimination algorithm based on
fluorescence spectroscopy alone.
218 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2
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4 Discussion and Conclusions
The goal of thisin vitro study was to assess the potential
optical spectroscopy for brain tumor detection. Spectra

Table 2 Sensitivity and specificity of the two spectroscopic diagnos-
tic algorithms.

Algorithm

Primary Secondary

Sensitivity,
%

Specificity,
%

Sensitivity,
%

Specificity,
%

F460 97 96 67 96

F460 /Rd460 and
Rd625

95 90 94 90

Fig. 5 A scatter plot of F460 /Rd460 vs Rd625 of (a) normal brain tissues
and primary brain tumors, and (b) normal brain tissues and secondary
brain tumors. The dashed line (Rd62552500 c.u.) and the solid line
(F460 /Rd460520.5) are used together for the two-dimensional dis-
crimination algorithm based on combined fluorescence and diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy.
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Brain Tumor Demarcation
quired from 127 investigated sites in brain sections from 20
patients show that empirical discrimination algorithms with a
high specificity and sensitivity can be easily developed using
fluorescence at 460 nm emission and diffuse reflectance
460 and 625 nm. These results attest the validity of using
combined fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectroscop
for discrimination of primary and secondary tumors from nor-
mal brain tissues. This is the first essential step towards th
development of the technique for brain tumor demarcation.

All fluorescence spectra acquired in this study exhibit only
one fluorescence peak at 460 nm~610 nm! emission using
337 nm excitation or longer. This observation is different
from that reported previously by Chung et al.26 in which mul-
tiple fluorescence peaks were measured at various excitatio
wavelengths. In addition, no definite change in the line shap
is found between the fluorescence spectra of normal brai
tissues and those of brain tumors. The fluorescence based e
pirical discrimination developed in this study, therefore, only
utilizes the fluorescence intensity of 460 nm emission(F460)
@see Figure 4#. This discrimination algorithm performs very
well in separating primary brain tumors from normal brain
tissues; sensitivity of 97% and specificity of 96% are
achieved. The success of this algorithm is attributed toF460
which is consistently lower in primary brain tumors than that
in normal brain tissues. However, this fluorescence based di
crimination algorithm is less effective in separating secondary
brain tumors from normal brain tissues due to strongF460
from some secondary brain tumors@see Figure 4~b!#.

To circumvent the limitation of the fluorescence based al-
gorithm in differentiating secondary brain tumors, a second
discrimination algorithm was developed based on combine
fluorescence and diffuse reflectance,F460/Rd460 and Rd625
@see Figure 5#. The ratio ofF460 andRd460 is used to reduce
fluorescence spectral distortion introduced by tissue reabsor
tion and scattering.35–38 Rd625 is selected because of the dif-
ferences in its intensity between different brain tissue type
with minimum influence from absorption ofHb/HbO2. This
algorithm is effective in differentiating secondary brain tu-
mors from normal brain tissues, with a sensitivity of 94% and
specificity of 90%. It separates all brain tumors from normal
brain tissue with a sensitivity and specificity of 96% and 90%.
It should be noted that both algorithms were developed base
on the current data set and should be considered as biased

Tissue fluorescence intensity is determined not only by the
concentration of natural fluorophores within the tissue bu
also by the optical properties of the tissue. Hence, interpretin
changes in the fluorescence spectra of various brain tissu
types is complex. It has been suggested that the concentratio
of many natural fluorophores, such as nicotinamide adenin
dinucleotide~NADH!, varies between normal and malignant
tissues. In addition, increase in hemoglobin content, which
leads to an increase in absorption coefficient at 337 nm a
well as 460 nm, could also reduce the fluorescence intensity a
460 nm emission. However, the specific cause~s! for the
variations in the fluorescence intensity at 460 nm emission in
the different brain tissues types has yet to be uncovered an
needs to be studied. Nevertheless, the interdependence of t
sue optics and the fluorescence emission indicates that th
accuracy of a discrimination algorithm based on fluorescenc
intensity alone may be degraded by, for example, blood con
tamination.
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Distinct architectural changes at the cellular and subce
lar level are exhibited between normal and malignant br
tissues. For example, brain white matter is relatively anucl
but most aggressive tumors are characterized with a high d
sity of cells ~and therefore nuclei! and a higher nuclear-
cytoplasmic ratio.39,40 Thus optical properties vary signifi
cantly between different brain tissue types.32,33 However,
diffuse reflectance alone is insufficient for brain tissue d
crimination as the level of diffuse reflectance from gray m
ter is very similar to those from brain tumors as shown
Figures 4~a! and 4~b!. This may seem incoherent with th
optical properties measurements of brain tissues reporte
Eggert and Blazek; who found that the ratio of absorption a
scattering coefficient from gray matter is lower than that fro
brain tumors, especially between 600 and 800 nm.32 However,
it should be noted that the intensity of diffuse reflectance a
fixed radial position@Rd(r )# does not necessarily correlat
linearly to the variations in absorption and scattering coe
cients of tissue samples. Hence the sameRd(r ) may be mea-
sured from two samples with different optical properties. T
has been verified with a Monte Carlo simulation program@un-
published data#.

The in vitro study presented in this paper shows the pot
tial of using optical spectroscopy to differentiate brain tum
from normal brain tissues. However, the spectral characte
tics of brain tumor margins, especially of infiltrating typ
with respect to normal and tumorous brain tissues needs t
studiedin vivo and it was not possible to obtainin vitro brain
tumor margin samples. In order to truly evaluate the clini
merit of this combined spectroscopic technique for brain
mor and tumor margin detection, human clinical trials a
currently in progress. The result of this clinical trial will b
reported in the future.
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